Real-time performance monitoring solutions
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LineViewTM – System of choice for Coca-Cola Enterprises
Coca-Cola Enterprises (CCE) chose the LineViewTM system as
the standard production line monitoring system for their
Supply Chain Division. Over a three year period, LineViewTM
has been implemented on every production line in Europe
to help increase efficiency and reduce manufacturing costs.

The problem
With manufacturing sites across Europe, it was no surprise to learn that
there were many different systems being employed to manage plant
performance and that they were achieving mixed results. The systems
varied from manual to fully-automated data capture. The business
wanted a single, cutting-edge solution across all their facilities to
standardise the system and the approach through which site teams
were reviewing performance and driving effective actions to improve
plant productivity.

How we helped
After a 12 month benchmarking process, LineView was chosen as the
clear system-of-choice. Developed from an operational perspective,
LineViewTM presents performance information in a format that helps line
teams instantly and accurately identify the critical area of focus. Applying
6 Loss Analysis and Theory of Constraints principles, LineViewTM
identifies the effect of all downtime on the overall line output without
the need for any operator intervention, and accurately pinpoints the true
cause of productivity loss. The visual user-interface presents actionable
information in an easy-to-read format, enabling rapid decision- making
and allowing production teams to focus their efforts on taking effectiveaction rather than spending time analysing and interpreting the data.
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continues over...

LineViewTM
is the single
most powerful
manufacturing tool
I’ve seen during my
15 years in operations
management.
Richard Davies
Vice-President Operations,
Coca-Cola Enterprises Ltd
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The system has been implemented on more than 70 production lines
across Coca-Cola Enterprises.
As part of a three-year development project, LineViewTM Solutions
have been working with Coca-Cola Enterprises to further enhance the
functionality of the system to meet the new challenges of the business
as they hit ever-higher levels of performances, including defining the
rigour and routines around use-of-data that has driven on-going,
sustainable performance improvement.
LineViewTM is an extremely flexible tool that delivers long term
sustainable results.

The results
Site-wide increase in OEE of 20% inside 24 months
Improvement of 6% across the entire enterprise
System ROI delivered based on logistics saving alone
Overall improvements in yield

and quality consistency

Hear how we can
help your business...

Call us NOW
on 01564 793174

The power of
LineViewTM is in the
speed with which teams
can identify the real
losses to efficiency
whilst providing the
drill-down necessary
for highly effective
problem solving.
Richard Davies
Vice-President Operations,
Coca-Cola Enterprises Ltd

Improve OEE, efficiency and productivity now.
enquiries@lineview.com
– call us on 01564 793174
LineView Solutions Ltd
45A Linthurst Road, Barnt Green, Birmingham, United Kingdom

www.lineview.com

